Patterns and predictors of change in energy and mood around a vacation from the workplace: Distinguishing the effects of supplemental work activity and work-related perseverative cognition
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Abstract
This study contributes to the vacation literature by exploring predictors of change in school teachers' negative affective states around a 2-week (Christmas) vacation. Drawing from a combination of self-regulatory and effort-recovery theoretical principles, we hypothesized that supplemental work activity during the vacation might have some positive consequences for mood state, while simultaneously impairing the ability to recover from work-related exhaustion. Ninety teachers completed measures across eight consecutive weeks, spanning the period before, during and after vacation (710 observations in total). Teachers' weekly levels of emotional exhaustion, anxious mood and depressed mood decreased significantly from before to during the vacation. Following the vacation, anxious mood showed the most rapid rate of increase, returning to its prevacation level within 2 weeks of work resumption. Exhaustion and depressed mood re-emerged more gradually across 4 consecutive weeks following the vacation. Supplemental work activity during the vacation was associated with weaker recovery from exhaustion, but did not exhibit a detrimental relationship with change in anxious or depressed mood. Of note, supplemental working during the vacation was associated with a less pronounced re-emergence of anxious mood after the vacation. Work-related perseverative cognition (worry and rumination) during the vacation impeded energy restoration and mood repair and was related to faster fade out of...
The ability to recover from work-related effort during nonwork time has attracted considerable scholarly interest, spanning the fields of occupational health, leisure studies, work and organizational psychology, and human resource management (Bennett et al., 2018; Sonnentag et al., 2017, 2022; Steed et al., 2021). While successfully recovering from job demands and stressors carries implications for ensuring that employees do not become overly exhausted, there is growing recognition that employee recovery during leisure time is important for preventing short-term mood states from escalating into the common mental health problems (i.e., anxiety and depression) that afflict a significant proportion of the global workforce (Goetzel et al., 2018; Horan et al., 2021; Kim, 2019).

For many employees, a vacation from the workplace represents a significant recovery opportunity. Epidemiological evidence underscores the health benefits of vacations, with a tendency to take fewer vacations increasing long-term risk of cardiovascular disease and premature mortality (Gump & Matthews, 2000; Strandberg et al., 2017); opportunities for paid leave have also been linked to lower rates of workforce depression (Kim, 2019). Over shorter timescales (e.g., several weeks), vacations provide researchers with a unique context for gaining insight into how time away from the workplace counteracts employees' strain reactions, as well as the specific vacation-time behaviours and experiences that contribute to this process (de Bloom et al., 2009; Sonnentag et al., 2022; Syrek et al., 2018).

In the present study, we investigate the temporal characteristics and predictors of school teachers' negative affective states as they transition into and out of a two-week (Christmas) vacation period. Our intention is to utilize this nationally homogenous respite to examine a set of unresolved questions surrounding the recovery process. First, we apply an often overlooked distinction between two main functions of vacation recovery: energy restoration and mood repair. Specifically, we assess levels of teachers' work-related emotional exhaustion, anxious mood and depressed mood across eight consecutive weeks (including during the two-week respite) to examine the degree to which discrete energy- and mood-related states follow different change trajectories in response to time away from the workplace. Second, we...
scrutinize the notion that engaging in work activity while on vacation (i.e., supplemental working) might simultaneously be beneficial and harmful to the recovery process (Ďuranová & Ohly, 2016; Weigelt & Syrek, 2017). In this regard, we draw from a combination of self-regulatory (control theory; Carver & Scheier, 1998) and effort-recovery model (Meijman & Mulder, 1998) assumptions to investigate whether engaging in work activity while on a vacation has any positive consequences for teachers' mood state, while at the same time hindering recovery from work-related exhaustion. Finally, extending control theory assumptions, we contrast the mood-related consequences of (1) supplemental working during the vacation (a behavioural self-regulatory strategy with goal-related discrepancy-resolving potential) and (2) work-focused perseverative cognition (a cognitive self-regulatory activity that makes goal-related discrepancies more salient).

Vacation recovery: distinguishing energy restoration and mood repair

Recovery from work during nonwork time has been defined as ‘the process of psychophysiological unwinding that counteracts the strain process triggered by job demands and other stressors’ (Sonnentag et al., 2017, p. 365). Consistent with this definition, prominent recovery theories, particularly the effort-recovery model (Meijman & Mulder, 1998) and allostatic load theory (McEwen, 1998, 2007), provide accounts of the basic mechanisms through which an episode of nonwork time counteracts employees' strain reactions.

The effort-recovery model posits that employees experience short-term physiological and psychological load reactions when expending effort meeting job demands and stressors, including fluctuations in negative affect, fatigue and heart rate, which under normal circumstances are viewed as adaptive and easily reversible (Meijman & Mulder, 1998). If lengthy periods of workload are not punctuated by adequate recovery opportunities, the initially adaptive short-term strain reactions may lead to chronic and harmful negative load effects (or allostatic load), such as cardiovascular dysregulation, mental health problems (e.g., anxiety and depression) and job burnout (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006; McEwen, 2007). The contribution of poor recovery to the strain process is viewed as cumulative: when employees fail to recover sufficiently after a demanding period of work, they may re-enter the workplace in a suboptimal state; being in a suboptimal (i.e., not fully recovered) state requires employees to call upon compensatory effort to perform at work; the compensatory effort in turn serves to elevate the intensity and prolongation of load reactions. If this cycle continues over time, recovery may become progressively more elusive (Flaxman et al., 2012; Meijman & Mulder, 1998). These theoretical principles underpin the so-called 'passive' mechanism of recovery (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006), whereby sufficient voluntary time away from the workplace itself facilitates the recovery process because employees have been temporarily released from exposure to the usual demands and stressors of working life.

In the vacation context, support for this passive recovery mechanism derives from the vacation effect, which is empirically demonstrated via a lowering of strain levels (e.g., decreased negative affect and exhaustion) from before to during (or very soon after) vacation (de Bloom et al., 2009; Reizer & Mey-Raz, 2019). The counteracting effect of vacations on strain appears to be a reliable phenomenon, in that the vacation effect has been observed in response to an array of respite events, including spring time vacations (Flaxman et al., 2012; Kühnel & Sonnentag, 2011), summer vacations (de Bloom et al., 2013; Etzion, 2003; Fritz & Sonnentag, 2006; Westman & Eden, 1997), the Christmas holiday period (Kasser & Sheldon, 2002; Syrek et al., 2018), winter sports excursions (de Bloom et al., 2010) and brief breaks from the workplace lasting around one week (Blank et al., 2018; de Bloom et al., 2012; Horan et al., 2021).

There is less certainty surrounding the rate at which beneficial vacation effects on strain indicators fade out (or decay) once employees return to work. Some findings suggest that vacation effects have mostly faded out (i.e., markers of strain have returned to their prevacation levels) within the first few days of work resumption (de Bloom et al., 2013); others suggest that benefits of vacations can be detected 3–4 weeks later (Blank et al., 2018; Gump et al., 2021).
Given the vacation effect's reliability, we embarked on the current study anticipating that school teachers would generally experience a reduction in negative affective states during the two-week Christmas vacation period. To advance understanding about the temporal characteristics of the vacation effect and postvacation fade out, we implemented a measurement strategy designed to distinguish between two core functions of the recovery from work process: energy restoration and mood repair (Sonnteng, 2018; Sonnteng & Fritz, 2007). Aside from the effort-recovery model, these two functions of recovery tend to be informed by different theoretical approaches and captured by different instruments. Energy restoration is predominantly viewed from a resource-based perspective and (at least in respite research) assessed by change on measures of the emotional exhaustion facet of job burnout (Etzion, 2003; Halbesleben et al., 2013; Kühnel & Sonnteng, 2011; Quinn et al., 2012; Westman et al., 2004). By contrast, the mood repair function has been conceptualized via mood- and self-regulation models, and assessed by change on state affect measures (Horan et al., 2021; Sonnteng & Fritz, 2007; Syrek et al., 2018). Distinguishing between vacation outcomes aligns with a wider empirical trend towards exploring discrete negative affective states. Contributors to this trend include experimental work demonstrating that anxious and depressed affect have different consequences (Raghunathan & Corfman, 2004); application of dimensional models of affective well-being (Mannell et al., 2014; Russell & Daniels, 2018; Warr et al., 2014); the notion that anxious and depressed affect arise from the (thwarted) pursuit of different types of self-regulatory goals (Carver & Scheier, 1998); and research focused on clarifying the extent of overlap between burnout and depression (Bianchi et al., 2015).

Vacation research methods may have resulted in these nuances being overlooked or obscured. For example, vacation studies have often focused on either energy restoration (by assessing change in emotional exhaustion; Etzion, 2003; Kühnel & Sonnteng, 2011; Reizer & Mey-Raz, 2019) or mood repair (by assessing change in negative and/or positive affect; Gump et al., 2021; Syrek et al., 2018). Another group of studies combined energy and mood items to measure vacation effects and aftereffects on employees’ overall health and well-being (de Bloom et al., 2013). While all these approaches have their strengths, they preclude formal investigation of (1) the possibility that distinct negative affective states exhibit different change trajectories in response to vacations, or (2) whether some vacation-time activities or experiences (e.g., completing unfinished job tasks) have different consequences for discrete mood and energy markers of the recovery from work process. There are nascent signs that such issues warrant further exploration. Two recent studies suggest that the benefits of vacations on anxious affect fade out particularly rapidly when employees return to work (Horan et al., 2021; Syrek et al., 2018). This pattern appears congruent with the idea that threat appraisals (and closely associated anxious arousal) are especially likely to be triggered as individuals face an imminent or acute increase in demands and performance pressure, a likely scenario when transitioning back to work after a vacation (Kühnel & Sonnteng, 2011; Skinner & Brewer, 2002; Warr et al., 2014).

To explore the utility of distinguishing among discrete outcomes of a respite event, the current study’s first goal is to model week-to-week patterns of change in anxious mood, depressed mood and emotional exhaustion during and after the Christmas vacation. We use the term anxious mood to refer to week-level experiences of high activation ‘agitated’ negative affect (i.e., feeling tense, worried and anxious); depressed mood refers to a low activation ‘dejected’ negative affective state (i.e., feeling gloomy, sad, miserable and depressed; Mäkikangas et al., 2007). Consistent with previous vacation studies, we assess weekly levels of emotional exhaustion to capture the degree to which teachers work-related energy resources have become over-depleted (i.e., feeling used up or burnt out over the past week as a result of one’s job; Flaxman et al., 2012; Kühnel & Sonnteng, 2011). We anticipated observing the vacation effect, hypothesizing that levels of all three negative affective states would decrease significantly from before to during the vacation. In addition, consistent with the proposition that high activation unpleasant affect might arise quickly after a vacation (Horan et al., 2021; Syrek et al., 2018; Warr et al., 2014), and the notion that exhaustion and depression (i.e., low activation negative affective states) share phenomenological characteristics (Bianchi et al., 2015), we test the hypothesis that anxious mood increases at a significantly faster rate after the vacation when compared to the rates of change in depressed mood and exhaustion.
Hypothesis 1 Teachers’ emotional exhaustion (hypothesis 1a), anxious mood (hypothesis 1b) and depressed mood (hypothesis 1c) will decrease from before to during the vacation (i.e., the vacation effect).

Hypothesis 2 Teachers’ anxious mood will exhibit a higher rate of postvacation increase when compared to postvacation rates of increase in depressed mood (hypothesis 2a) and emotional exhaustion (hypothesis 2b).

Mood-related consequences of supplemental work activity during a vacation: a self-regulation perspective

Distinguishing between discrete negative affective states supports our study’s second goal: to explore whether the same behaviour—supplemental working—is differentially related to changes in energy and mood elicited by a vacation. We adopt the term supplemental working to refer to vacation time allocated to work-related activities. Engaging in job tasks during nonwork time has traditionally been viewed as detrimental to recovery (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006). However, when assessed during vacations, allocating time to job tasks has often been unrelated to employees’ affective state (de Bloom et al., 2011, 2013; Flaxman et al., 2012; Syrek et al., 2018). This has been attributed in part to methodological issues (de Bloom et al., 2011) and individual differences (Horan et al., 2021). We explore another potential explanation: For some employees, supplemental working may function as a self-regulatory (discrepancy resolving) strategy that might help to rectify a negative mood state.

The theoretical rationale underpinning this proposition stems from the classic Zeigarnik and Ovsiankina effects (Ovsiankina, 1928; Zeigarnik, 1938; also see Syrek et al., 2017; Weigelt & Syrek, 2017), and the more contemporary control theory account of human self-regulation (Carver & Scheier, 1990, 1998, 2012). These interrelated theoretical approaches appear well-suited for explaining the psychological dynamics that may unfold when employees transition between periods of work and leisure time. For instance, when transitioning into a vacation (and other episodes of off-job time, such as evenings and weekends), it is assumed that many employees must leave some job tasks unfinished and personally valued work goals yet to be attained. In self-regulatory system terms, unfulfilled tasks and goals may automatically signal a goal-related discrepancy (e.g., a perceived deviation between current performance state and some desired reference state or rate of goal progress). Registering such a discrepancy is likely to give rise to an urge to resume work tasks during leisure time to satisfy the need for closure, maintain a sense of goal progress and obtain peace of mind (Carver, 1996; Carver & Scheier, 1998; Weigelt & Syrek, 2017). Without some type of overt goal-oriented action to signal progress towards discrepancy resolution, unfulfilled work goals may maintain high activation potential, manifesting at the subjective level in frequent and easily triggered thoughts about work tasks and topics (i.e., ‘Zeigarnik intrusions’; Masicampo & Baumeister, 2011). Accordingly, scholars conceptualize the heightened accessibility of unattained or interrupted work goals as a key mechanism underpinning failures to psychologically detach (and hence recover) from work demands during leisure time (Smit, 2016). This theoretical framing helps explain why employees may at times feel inclined (if not compelled) to engage in supplemental work activity even while on a vacation, given that such behaviour is likely to be perceived as an obvious antidote to cognitive preoccupation with work topics while away from the workplace.

Researchers have begun utilizing these self-regulatory principles to investigate relationships between incomplete work goals and tasks and the (in)ability to switch off from work during leisure time (Smit, 2016; Syrek et al., 2017; Syrek & Antoni, 2014; Weigelt & Syrek, 2017). Consistent with control theory and Zeigarnik assumptions, Smit (2016) demonstrated that during post-work evenings, employees experience greater difficulty psychologically detaching from daily unfulfilled goals, and especially from goals with a stronger motivational pull. Weigelt and Syrek (2017) found that unfinished job tasks at the end of the working week were (as expected) negatively associated with psychological detachment and relaxation at weekends. However, corresponding with control theory principles, the perception of making progress towards goals through supplemental work activity at weekends ‘neutralized’ this adverse impact of unfinished tasks on recovery experiences. Such findings imply that supplemental working during off-job time
is a complex phenomenon that is (1) linked to self-regulatory (i.e., discrepancy resolving, goal progress) motives and (2) may exhibit some beneficial influences on employees’ propensity to recover during any remaining leisure time (e.g., by reducing work goal accessibility; Smit, 2016).

To our knowledge, research has yet to extend these self-regulatory assumptions to explore the degree to which supplemental work behaviour is associated with any favourable mood-related consequences during or after a period of vacation. From a control theory standpoint, if supplemental working helps teachers manage anxious arousal during or after a vacation, it implies this action is operating (at least in part) within a discrepancy-enlarging feedback loop, which is primarily oriented towards preventing some undesirable end state (e.g., falling behind in one’s work and/or being negatively evaluated by others). In this scenario, the self-regulating system is ‘doing well’ (and anxiety specifically is likely to decrease) when it increases distance between current performance state and the (threatening or unwanted) reference state (Carver & Scheier, 1998). By contrast, if supplemental work activity helps teachers regulate a depressed mood state, a discrepancy-reducing feedback loop may be operating, whereby engaging in job tasks while on vacation provides teachers with a pleasing sense of progress towards a promotion-type or ‘ideal-self’ goal (e.g., being a highly efficient and effective educational professional, or improving one’s career prospects; Carver & Scheier, 1998). In accordance with these self-regulatory system dynamics, we test the proposition that time spent on supplemental work activity will exhibit a generally favourable pattern of associations with the change trajectories of teachers’ negative mood states during and after the vacation.

**Hypothesis 3** Time spent on supplemental work activities will be positively associated with pre-to-during vacation reductions in teachers’ anxious mood (hypothesis 3a) and depressed mood (hypothesis 3b).

**Hypothesis 4** Time spent on supplemental work activities will be negatively associated with the rate of increase in teachers’ anxious mood (hypothesis 4a) and depressed mood (hypothesis 4b) after the vacation.

**Energy-related costs of supplemental work activity during a vacation: an effort-recovery perspective**

Theorizing about self-regulatory functions of supplemental work behaviour during a vacation does not negate the potential costs of such behaviour to the recovery process. An intriguing argument surrounding supplemental work activity is that it functions as a ‘double-edged sword’ (Weigelt & Syrek, 2017, p. 2). For instance, investing time and energy in work tasks during a vacation may help to resolve inner tension or repair dejected feelings associated with unfulfilled work goals, yet still impair employees’ ability to recover from work-related effort. From an effort-recovery model perspective, engaging in additional work activities during nonwork time naturally diminishes available recovery time and places employees at risk of over-taxing the same functional systems that were taxed during the prevacation working period (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006).

Accordingly, we examine the degree to which supplemental working exerts an adverse influence on teachers’ ability to recover from emotional exhaustion during the vacation. We predict that supplemental working would be associated with a less pronounced reduction in teachers’ exhaustion (i.e., a weaker energy restoration effect) across the Christmas vacation period. Extending this line of reasoning, if teachers continue working during their vacation, and as a result are less able to replenish energy resources that are required for work, they increase the likelihood of facing the new school term in a suboptimal energetic state (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006; Meijman & Mulder, 1998). To compensate for incomplete recovery, additional effort would be required, potentially accelerating the cycle of energetic depletion (i.e., re-emergence of exhaustion) in response to the new school term’s demands and stressors.

**Hypothesis 5** Time spent on supplemental work activities will be negatively associated with pre-to-during vacation reductions in teachers’ emotional exhaustion.

**Hypothesis 6** Time spent on supplemental work activities will be positively associated with the rate of increase in teachers’ emotional exhaustion after the vacation.
Discrete influence of work-related perseverative cognition on mood and energy states around the vacation

Our final goal is to contrast the mood-related consequences of (1) supplemental work behaviour and (2) perseverative cognition about work during the vacation. From a control theory perspective, these behavioural and cognitive activities have the same basic underlying aim: discrepancy resolution (Carver, 1996; Carver & Scheier, 1998; Martin & Tesser, 1996; Trincas et al., 2018). However, that does not mean they are equally effective in achieving that aim. While supplemental work activity (akin to goal-directed action) has the potential to generate goal progress feedback (Weigelt & Syrek, 2017), perseverative cognition tends to occur when goal progress is threatened or problematic, and functions to make goal-related discrepancies even more salient (Carver, 1996; Carver & Scheier, 1998).

Perseverative cognition refers to ‘the repeated or chronic activation of the cognitive representation of one or more psychological stressors’. (Brosschot et al., 2006, p. 114). Worry and rumination are the common subjective manifestations of this type of cognitive activity. A basic difference between worrying and ruminating is in their temporal focus: People tend to worry about the future (a type of anticipatory stress appraisal; Casper & Sonnentag, 2020), whereas ruminative thoughts focus on the past, manifesting in dwelling on recent stressors, brooding over perceived transgressions and associated feelings, or repeatedly reliving one's embarrassing or disappointing moments (Roger & Najarian, 1989; Trapnell & Campbell, 1999). Despite this distinction, worry and rumination are highly correlated (i.e., they tend to co-occur in the same individuals) and are initiated and maintained by the same cognitive-emotional processes (Berenbaum, 2010; Meeten & Davey, 2011). Hence, the perseverative cognition construct captures both types of thoughts (Brosschot et al., 2006; Flaxman et al., 2012).

Control theorists propose that the recurrent feature of this mode of cognitive processing indirectly reflects that a self-regulating individual has become ‘stuck’ in some way (Carver, 1996, p. 51). The thwarted goal progress origin of perseverative cognition aligns with control theory's cybernetic account of the origins of negative affect, thus accounting for the well-established relationship between perseverative cognition and negative mood states (Carver, 1996; Thomsen, 2006). Consistent with this view, we expected teachers who perseverate about work during the vacation to exhibit a reduced ability to repair an anxious and depressed mood. We also examine whether supplemental working and perseverative cognition have different influences on postvacation mood trajectories. In this respect, we draw from the idea that teachers who worry and rumin ate about work during the vacation are exhibiting signs of a perseverative-iterative style (Berenbaum, 2010), suggesting that this cognitive self-regulatory strategy is habitually deployed whenever goal progress is thwarted or threatened. Characteristics of this style include more frequent and intense threat appraisals, meta-cognitive beliefs about perseverating (e.g., that worrying helps one to prepare and avoid failing); deployment of a stop rule that naturally generates long chains of scenarios related to the focal issue; and use of negative mood as ‘input’ for signalling whether or not perseveration has achieved its goal (Berenbaum, 2010; Meeten & Davey, 2011; Skinner & Brewer, 2002). Assuming that perseverating about work while on vacation is a valid marker of this cognitive appraisal style, it would suggest that perseverating teachers are likely to continue being caught up in threat appraisals and mood-as-input cycles when returning to work after the vacation. On these grounds, we test the dual proposition that cognitively perseverating about work over the Christmas break will not only lead to less effective mood repair during the vacation, but will also be associated with faster re-emergence of negative mood states across the working weeks immediately following the vacation.

Hypothesis 7 Work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation will be negatively associated with pre-to-during vacation reductions in anxious mood (hypothesis 7a) and depressed mood (hypothesis 7b).

Hypothesis 8 Work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation will be positively associated with the rate of increase in anxious mood (hypothesis 8a) and depressed mood (hypothesis 8b) after the vacation.

Beyond the negative consequences for mood state, theory and evidence indicate that perseverative cognition is also likely to place a burden on employees’ energy resources. For example, Brosschot
et al. (2006) refer to the hybrid nature of perseverative cognition. This type of thinking operates as a stress mediator, prolonging the (psychophysiological) impact of stressors (in mental representational form) far beyond any period of actual stressor exposure (Brosschot et al., 2005; Casper & Sonnentag, 2020; Ottaviani et al., 2016). In addition, due to its unpleasant, intrusive, and (relatively) uncontrollable nature, perseverative cognition is also considered a stressor in itself (Brosschot et al., 2006). Other strands of research have confirmed that worry and rumination are effortful forms of systematic cognitive processing, with some of the adverse impact on recovery appearing to stem from its ‘mental load’ (Sari et al., 2017; Verkuil et al., 2009). Accordingly, we expected work-related perseverative cognition to reduce the extent to which the vacation helps teachers recover from emotional exhaustion.

**Hypothesis 9** Work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation will be negatively associated with pre-to-during vacation reductions emotional exhaustion.

**Hypothesis 10** Work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation will be positively associated with the rate of increase in emotional exhaustion after the vacation.

**METHOD**

**Sample and procedure**

The data analysed for this study were collected from teachers in the United Kingdom (UK) around the 2013 Christmas vacation. Measures were administered once per week for eight consecutive weeks, with two measurement occasions before the vacation, two during vacation and four after the vacation. Participants were working in schools spread across the United Kingdom. Teachers were recruited to the study via a newsletter distributed by a teacher support organization and via emails to schools. A total of 140 teachers expressed interest in the study. These teachers were posted a pack containing survey instructions, an initial survey booklet of demographic and personality measures (which participants were asked to complete first), and eight weekly survey booklets. We asked participants to complete the weekly measures on the Friday, or early on Saturday, in each study week, and offered SMS reminder messages. Participants were instructed to leave a survey blank if it had not been completed at the correct time.

Of the 140 initial volunteers, 90 (64%) returned completed booklets. Among the weekly surveys, 10 were incomplete on some variables; listwise deletion of these missing timepoint-within-person observations resulted in a final analysis sample of 710 responses over eight time points. Most participants were female (89%), and average age was 40 (SD = 10.4, range 24–62 years). Participants had been teachers for 12 years on average (SD = 8.8, range 1–37 years). Fifty-six teachers worked in UK primary schools (students aged 4–11), and 34 worked at secondary schools (students aged 11–18). All participants were employed full-time. Hours worked before and after vacation were similar: an average 48 hours per week (SD = 15) over the two weeks prevacation and 49.1 hours per week (SD = 15) postvacation. Most participants (85%) reported some supplemental work during the vacation, with an average of 5.1 h (SD = 5.3; range = <1 to 30 h). A total of 20% of the sample stayed away from home during vacation (10% within the United Kingdom, 10% abroad).

**Work and vacation period measures**

**Emotional exhaustion**

We used five emotional exhaustion items from the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI; Maslach et al., 1996; e.g., ‘I felt burned out from my work’), with wording adapted to reflect the past week. Participants indicated agreement using responses from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Previous studies have vali-
dated similarly adapted MBI items for capturing short-term fluctuations in work-induced exhaustion (Derks et al., 2014; Flaxman et al., 2012).

Anxious and depressed mood

We assessed (context-free) negative mood states using emotion adjectives from Warr’s (1990) affective well-being scale. Anxious mood was measured with the items ‘anxious’, ‘tense’ and ‘worried’; depressed mood with ‘depressed’, ‘miserable’ and ‘gloomy’. Participants indicated how frequently they had experienced these states over the past week, from 1 (never) to 6 (all of the time). Previous research has validated these items for assessing discrete aspects of negative affect among working populations (Flaxman et al., 2012; Mäkikangas et al., 2007).

We used confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test the proposed measurement model for exhaustion and negative mood states, and its invariance across time. Models were estimated via maximum likelihood estimation, using Mplus software (v8). Establishing metric and strong temporal invariance of measures (i.e., invariance of item-factor loadings and intercepts across time) is crucial when investigating change processes (van de Schoot et al., 2012). If respondents are not interpreting items in a similar way at different measurement occasions, this would confound change observed in the measure. The modest person-level sample size (N = 90) meant it was not viable to estimate a global measurement model incorporating all eight time points and all three outcome measures. Thus, we tested the three-factor configuration of exhaustion, anxious mood and depressed mood outcomes one week at a time, and tested measurement invariance across weeks separately for each outcome. CFA results supported the three-factor measurement model (see Tables 1 and 2). We dropped one exhaustion item (‘I felt frustrated with my job’), which had a consistently low R-square across time (.258 < R-square < .412, compared with R-square’s averaging >.5 over time for all other items), and weakened internal consistency at 6 of the 8 time points.

The three-factor model yielded a satisfactory fit at all eight measurement occasions: .95 < CFI < .99; .01 < RMSEA < .12; .01 < SRMR < .06. The slightly high RMSEA (.1 on two occasions) is not unexpected given its typical inflation with small sample sizes (Kenny et al., 2015). At each of the eight weeks, the three-factor model outperformed a two-factor model (anxious and depressed mood items measuring a single factor), a two-factor model (exhaustion and depressed mood items measuring a single factor) and a one-factor model (see Table 1). Temporal measurement invariance was supported for both factor loadings and item-factor intercepts (strong invariance): When testing between models using a chi-squared difference test, strong invariance models were not significantly weaker than metric or configural invariance, and the CFI, RMSEA and SRMR fit indices each varied only in the third decimal place (Table 2).

Internal consistency reliabilities as applied to multilevel data (Geldhof et al., 2014) were satisfactory. For emotional exhaustion, within-participants Cronbach’s $a = .89$, within-participants McDonald’s $\Omega = .90$; for anxious mood, within-participants $a = .84$, multilevel (within-participants) $\Omega = .84$; for depressed mood, within-participants $a = .85$, within-participants $\Omega = .85$. Satisfactory internal consistency was also displayed when single level reliability coefficients were examined at each week separately (exhaustion $.81 < $Cronbach’s $a < .90$; anxious mood $.70 < a < .91$; depressed mood $.82 < a < .94$).

Vacation period measures

Time spent on supplemental work activities

We used a single item to capture time spent on work activities (to the nearest hour) over the past vacation week. We provided the following descriptors: ‘actually working’, ‘checking work emails’, ‘preparing or finishing work’ and ‘speaking to colleagues about work’. Responses were averaged across the two vacation weeks to create a person-level variable for mean weekly hours of supplementary work activities. Due to
a few very high values, we log-transformed this variable (untransformed mean = 5.12 h, median = 3.50 h; transformed mean = 1.43, median = 1.50).

Work-related perseverative cognition

We measured work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation weeks using Flaxman et al.’s (2012) scale, which includes a mix of worry and rumination items. An example item was: ‘My thoughts kept returning to a stressful situation at work’. Participants reported the degree to which they had experienced such thoughts over the past week, from 1 (not at all) to 5 (a great deal). Responses were averaged across the vacation weeks giving an overall perseverative cognition score.
CFA results supported a one-factor measurement model for work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation period (i.e., study weeks 3 and 4). The measure exhibited temporal invariance across the two vacation weeks: configural invariance model, $\chi^2 (5) = 13.18$, CFI = .98, RMSEA = .14, SRMR = .05; metric invariance, $\chi^2 (7) = 13.52$, $\Delta \chi^2 (2) = .34$, $p = .844$, CFI = .98, RMSEA = .10, SRMR = .05; strong invariance, $\chi^2 (9) = 24.84$, $\Delta \chi^2 (2) = 11.32$, $p = .003$, CFI = .95, RMSEA = .14, SRMR = .05. Given that we aggregated across the vacation weeks for this measure, the loss of fit between metric and strong invariance is less critical, and the strong invariance model still offered an adequate fit. The scale demonstrated satisfactory internal consistency (Week 3, $\alpha = .87$; Week 4, $\alpha = .86$).

Control variable: Neuroticism

Given the well-established influence of neuroticism on both perseverative cognitive and negative affective states (Muris et al., 2005; Swider & Zimmerman, 2010), and the recommendation to account for this dispositional influence when investigating detachment from work during leisure time (Wendt & Lohmann-Haislah, 2017), we assessed neuroticism in the initial survey with the two relevant items from the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI; Gosling et al., 2003). The items are: ‘I see myself as…’ ‘anxious, easily upset’; and, ‘calm, emotionally stable’, with a response scale from 1 (disagree strongly) to 7 (agree strongly). Given it has two items, the scale exhibited satisfactory internal consistency ($a = .66$).

### Statistical analyses

The initial analysis stage was to establish an appropriate model for change in exhaustion and negative mood outcomes. We followed recommendations to choose the model offering the closest match to the theoretical process (Pinheiro & Bates, 2001; Singer & Willett, 2003). Our theoretical assumption is that, away from transition periods between work and vacation, employees will have stable work and vacation levels (i.e., asymptotes) of exhaustion and negative mood. We expect teachers’ exhaustion and negative mood to: (a) decrease towards their vacation asymptotes as they transition into, and hopefully recover during, the vacation; and (b) increase back towards their work asymptotes, at a decelerating rate, as teachers resume work postvacation.

To build a model for this pattern of change, we followed the method used by Horan et al. (2021). This approach combines the use of piecewise longitudinal mixed models (also known as discontinuous multilevel growth models; Bliseo et al., 2017; Chou et al., 2004; Lang & Bliseo, 2009; Singer & Willett, 2003)—which allow for different functions to be applied to different periods of the change process—with a non-linear function, specifically an exponential decay function (Grimm et al., 2011; Pinheiro & Bates, 2001), to model the postvacation convergence back to the work period asymptotes of exhaustion and negative mood.
The mixed (multilevel) modelling framework enables the model parameters (i.e., the work asymptote, the difference between work and vacation asymptotes, and the rate of change between them) to be specified as random effects (i.e., to vary between participants). The first stage of our analysis followed the sequence suggested by Horan et al. (2021) to demonstrate the piecewise non-linear mixed effects model's suitability—and advantage over linear and polynomial alternatives—when modelling changes into and out of a vacation. Sample size constraints precluded the use of observed (i.e., scale mean composite) scores for the weekly outcome measures, rather than latent variables. Each outcome was modelled separately.

Model 1, an unconditional mixed effects model used as a baseline comparison, simply allows variation in participants' average levels of the outcome. We extended this to Model 2, which fitted a step change in the level of exhaustion/negative mood between work and vacation asymptotes; and Model 3, in which the work-to-vacation transition was modelled by a linear slope. We then focused on the postvacation piece of the model, modelling the vacation-to-work transition first by a non-zero linear slope (Model 4); then by a quadratic curve (Model 5); and finally as an exponential decay curve converging to the prevacation value, that is the work asymptote (Model 6a).

Figure 1 illustrates models 1–6a, giving the variable coding, parameter interpretation, and respective piecewise equations. To further clarify the coding of time within our models, we have included a table showing the coding of each time variable for each week of the study in a Supporting Information (Appendix S1). We fine-tuned this model by adding a within-participants autoregressive type-1 correlation structure (i.e., controlling for the lag effect of the outcome at previous weeks, hence removing this ‘nuisance’ variation; Model 6b). The model coefficients for extent of change into vacation (the difference parameter) provided a test of Hypothesis 1. The difference parameter, which represents the difference between work and vacation asymptotes, was calculated as work asymptote minus vacation asymptote.

The second stage of our modelling process extended the method described by Horan et al. (2021) to a parallel process or multivariate piecewise non-linear mixed effects model, which fitted growth curves for each outcome simultaneously. This provided a test of the difference in postvacation change across different outcomes (Hypothesis 2). This model was constructed by temporarily restructuring the dataset so that the three outcomes were nested within each participant at each week (i.e., one row of data per outcome, per week, per participant; for clarity, this restructured dataset is illustrated in a Supporting Information, Appendix S2). We then fitted the best model that had emerged from the initial modelling stage, allowing the work asymptote, and the difference between work and vacation asymptotes to vary by outcome using dummy variables. We tested this model against an alternative in which the rate of the vacation-to-work transition was also free to differ between outcomes. Improved model fit would indicate that the postvacation rate of change differed according to the outcome variable being considered.

In the third stage of the modelling process, we returned to analysing each outcome separately. Beginning from model 6b, we introduced random effects parameters for between-participant variability in the difference between work and vacation asymptotes; the rate of postvacation return to the work asymptote; and the covariance between the work asymptote and the difference between work and vacation asymptotes (Model 7). We then sought to explain variability in each of: the work asymptote, difference between work and vacation asymptotes, and postvacation rate of change parameters. In Model 8, we added neuroticism as a predictor of each parameter. Model 9 tested hypotheses 3–10 by examining the predictive influences of time spent on supplemental work activities during the vacation, and work-related perseverative cognition, on both the difference between work and vacation asymptotes and the postvacation rate of change.

We fitted the piecewise mixed effects models using statistical programming language R (version 3.5), using the lme and nlme functions (Pinheiro & Bates, 2001). The code used for these analyses is available in a Supporting Information (Appendix S3). Maximum likelihood estimation was used for the fitting process. We compared competing nested models using chi-squared difference tests between model deviances. To compare models that were not nested, we compared AIC and BIC statistics (smaller values indicate a better fit).

We ran two robustness checks. First, given the aforementioned decision to drop an item from the emotional exhaustion scale, we refitted models 1–9 using a mean score constructed from all five items of the administered scale rather than just four. Second, given overlap between one of the anxious mood
## Model 1: No difference in work and vacation asymptotes (therefore no rate of change between them either)

Predicted $\text{OUTCOME}_i = \text{work asymptote}_i$

- $\text{work asymptote}_i$ is the subject intercept in a standard linear mixed effects model

### Model 2: Difference between work and vacation asymptotes, step change between them and work and vacation asymptotes

Predicted $\text{OUTCOME}_i = \text{work asymptote}_i - \text{difference} \cdot \text{VAC DUM}_i$

- $\text{VAC DUM}_i$ coded = 0 for working weeks (1, 2, 5-8); = 1 for vac weeks (3, 4)
- $\text{work asymptote}_i$ is the subject intercept and represents the work asymptote
- $\text{difference}$ is the fixed regression coefficient for $\text{VAC DUM}_i$ in a standard linear mixed effects model and represents the estimated difference between work and vacation asymptotes (work asymptote – vacation asymptote)

### Model 3: Difference between work and vacation asymptotes, linear change from work to vacation, step change from vacation to work

Predicted $\text{OUTCOME}_i = \text{work asymptote}_i - \text{difference} \cdot \text{VAC LIN}_i$

- $\text{VAC LIN}_i$ is coded = 0 for working weeks, 0.5 for first vacation week (week 3), 1 for second vacation week (week 4)
- $\text{work asymptote}_i$ is the subject intercept and represents the work asymptote
- $\text{difference}$ is fixed linear regression coefficient for $\text{VAC LIN}_i$ in a standard linear mixed effects model and represents the estimated rate of linear change per fortnight from work to vacation asymptote

### Model 4: Difference between work and vacation asymptotes, step (or linear?) change work to vacation, linear change vacation to work

Predicted $\text{OUTCOME}_i = \text{work asymptote}_i - \text{difference} \cdot \text{PRE VAC DUM}_i + \text{rate lin} \cdot \text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i$

- $\text{work asymptote}_i$ and $\text{difference}$ as for model 2
- $\text{PRE VAC DUM}_i$ = 0 for prevacation weeks (weeks 1, 2); = 1 otherwise
- $\text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i$ coded = 0 weeks 1-4, = 1 week 5, = 2 week 6 etc.
- $\text{rate lin}$ is fixed regression coefficient for $\text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i$ in a standard linear model and represents the estimated rate of change per week vacation

### Model 5: Difference between work and vacation asymptotes, step (or linear?) change work to vacation, quadratic change vacation to work

Predicted $\text{OUTCOME}_i = \text{work asymptote}_i - \text{difference} \cdot \text{PRE VAC DUM}_i + \text{rate lin} \cdot \text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i - \text{ratequad} \cdot \text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i^2$

- $\text{PRE VAC DUM}_i$, $\text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i$, $\text{work asymptote}_i$, $\text{difference}$ as model 4
- $\text{rate lin}$ and $\text{ratequad}$ are fixed regression coefficients for $\text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i$ and $\text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i^2$ in a standard polynomial regression model and together represent the quadratic function for change per week postvacation

### Model 6: Difference between work and vacation asymptotes, step (or linear?) change between work and vacation (whichever was better from model 2 vs model 3), exponential decay change from vacation to work, converging back to work asymptote

Predicted $\text{OUTCOME}_i = \text{work asymptote}_i + \text{difference} \cdot \text{PRE VAC DUM}_i - \text{difference} \cdot (\exp(-1 \cdot \text{rate} \cdot \text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i))$

- $\text{PRE VAC DUM}_i$, $\text{WEEKS AFTER VAC}_i$, $\text{work asymptote}_i$, $\text{difference}$ as model 4
- $\text{rate}$ is the fixed regression coefficient for rate of change in the nonlinear (exponential decay) function for change between weeks 4 and 8.

### Notes:
- Models 4, 5 and 6 assume immediate step change from work to vacation; the dashed line shows the alternative linear change provided by swapping $\text{PRE VAC DUM}_i$ for $\text{PRE VAC LIN}_i$, coded = 1 for prevacation weeks, = 0.5 for week 3 and = 0 otherwise, so fitting a linear decrease towards the vacation asymptote over the vacation. To further clarify the coding of time, we have included a table showing the coding of each time variable for each week of the study in a supplementary file.

---

**FIGURE 1** Competing piecewise linear, polynomial and non-linear growth curve models for change over time
items (‘worried’) and the perseverative cognition scale, we reran models 1–9 using the anxious mood measure without this item.

RESULTS

Table 3 reports descriptive statistics for all study variables. Table 4 summarizes the initial model fitting process to ascertain the best overall model for change over time. For all three outcomes, allowing the vacation asymptote to differ from the work asymptote significantly improved model fit (Model 2 vs. Model 1: exhaustion, $\Delta \chi^2(1) = 147.67$, $p < .001$; anxious mood, $\Delta \chi^2(1) = 161.26$, $p < .001$; depressed mood, $\Delta \chi^2(1) = 42.41$, $p < .001$) and explained a non-trivial proportion of within-participants variability (exhaustion 21%; anxious mood 23%; depressed mood 7%). These results, coupled with the positive estimated difference between work and vacation asymptotes for each outcome, indicate that teachers’ levels of exhaustion, anxious and depressed mood were lower during vacation (i.e., providing support for Hypothesis 1, the vacation effect).

Modelling the transition from work to vacation was improved by fitting a linear change in emotional exhaustion extending to the second vacation week (Model 3). Model fit statistics and the unexplained within-participants variance suggested that, for exhaustion only, Model 3 performed better than Model 2 (Model 1 AIC = 2330.9; Model 2 AIC = 2185.2; Model 3 AIC = 2164.2). For anxious and depressed mood, the single-step decrease from Week 2 to Week 3 (i.e., into vacation) was sufficient, with linear change extending to Week 4 offering little benefit (e.g., for anxious mood, Model 2 AIC = 1926.1; Model 3 AIC = 1961.7). Therefore, the reduction in exhaustion during vacation appeared more gradual than reduction in negative mood.

For the postvacation period, the piecewise mixed effects model with a polynomial (i.e., quadratic) curve (Model 5) provided a significant improvement over models with single-step postvacation change (Models 2 and 3); and, for anxious mood and exhaustion, over a linear change (Model 4). However, for each outcome, the polynomial model's performance was matched or eclipsed (in terms of AIC, BIC, variance explained) by the more parameter-efficient exponential decay function (Model 6). For example, for anxious mood, model 5 AIC = 1923.6 with 6 parameters and Model 6a AIC = 1923.5 with 5 parameters. Given the smaller number of parameters, and theoretical advantage of convergence to an asymptote, we concluded that using an exponential decay function to model vacation-to-work transition was most appropriate. Adding an autoregressive-within-participants correlation to fine-tune this model further improved model fit (Model 6b, Table 5): exhaustion $\Delta \text{Dev} = 2102.8–2021.9 = 80.9$, $\Delta df = 6–5 = 1$, $p < .001$; anxious mood $\Delta \text{Dev} = 52.5$, $\Delta df = 1$, $p < .001$; depressed mood $\Delta \text{Dev} = 77.1$, $\Delta df = 1$, $p < .001$.

Figure 2 illustrates the shape of the estimated piecewise non-linear models for each outcome (lines), their excellent fit to the sample means (bars) and parameter estimates for Model 6b for each outcome. The significant positive difference coefficient indicates the positive effect of the vacation on each outcome: exhaustion difference = 1.811, $SE = .127$, $p < .001$; anxious mood difference = .976, $SE = .084$, $p < .001$; depressed mood difference = .591, $SE = .088$, $p < .001$. Likewise, positive rate coefficients indicate a postvacation re-emergence of negative affective states towards prevacation levels: exhaustion rate = .620, $SE = .100$, $p < .001$; anxious mood rate = 1.441, $SE = .420$, $p < .001$; depressed mood rate = .505, $SE = .211$, $p = .017$. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, these results indicate that anxious mood had the most rapid postvacation increase, returning to its work asymptote within two weeks after the vacation.

Next, we used a parallel process growth model to simultaneously model change on all three outcomes over time, enabling us to test differences in model parameters between anxious mood, emotional exhaustion and depressed mood. Freeing the rate of change parameter to differ between outcomes in the vacation-to-work transition significantly improved model fit ($\Delta$ Model deviance for the free vs. fixed model = 9.13 [2 $df$], $p = .010$). In support of Hypothesis 2, when the rate parameter was freed to differ between outcomes, the postvacation rate of increase back to the work asymptote was most rapid for anxious mood ($rate = 1.416$, $SE = .441$, $p = .001$). Exhaustion and depressed mood exhibited more grad-
### Table 3: Means, standard deviations and zero-order correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Neuroticism</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Vacation hours wkd</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Vacation PC</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Emot Exh—Week 1</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Emot Exh—Week 2</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Emot Exh—Week 3</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Emot Exh—Week 4</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Emot Exh—Week 5</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Emot Exh—Week 6</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Emot Exh—Week 7</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Emot Exh—Week 8</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Anx Mood—Week 1</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Anx Mood—Week 2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Anx Mood—Week 3</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Anx Mood—Week 4</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Anx Mood—Week 5</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Anx Mood—Week 6</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Anx Mood—Week 7</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Anx Mood—Week 8</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Dep Mood—Week 1</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Dep Mood—Week 2</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Dep Mood—Week 3</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Dep Mood—Week 4</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Dep Mood—Week 5</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Dep Mood—Week 6</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Dep Mood—Week 7</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Dep Mood—Week 8</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N = 90; *p < .05.

Abbreviations: Anx Mood, anxious mood; Dep Mood, depressed mood; Emot Exh, emotional exhaustion; Vacation hours wkd, Log' hours worked per week during vacation; Vacation PC, work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Deviance, N of model parameters</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>Within-subjects variance</th>
<th>Between-subjects variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhaustion</td>
<td>1: No difference in work and vacation asymptotes</td>
<td>2324.90, 3</td>
<td>2330.90</td>
<td>2344.60</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Immediate step change from work to vacation and from vacation to work asymptotes</td>
<td>2177.23, 4</td>
<td>2185.23</td>
<td>2203.49</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Linear change from work into vacation, immediate step change between vacation and work asymptotes</td>
<td>2156.28, 4</td>
<td>2164.28</td>
<td>2182.54</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4: Linear change from work into vacation, postvacation linear change</td>
<td>2132.80, 5</td>
<td>2142.80</td>
<td>2165.63</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5: Linear change from work into vacation, postvacation polynomial (quadratic) change</td>
<td>2095.78, 6</td>
<td>2107.78</td>
<td>2135.17</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6a: Linear change from work into vacation, postvacation exponential decay change back to work asymptote</td>
<td>2102.82, 5</td>
<td>2112.82</td>
<td>2135.65</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6b: As 6a, with AR1 within-subjects autoregressive correlation</td>
<td>2021.90, 6</td>
<td>2033.90</td>
<td>2061.30</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious mood</td>
<td>1: No difference in work and vacation asymptotes</td>
<td>2079.31, 3</td>
<td>2085.31</td>
<td>2099.01</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Immediate step change from work to vacation and from vacation to work asymptotes</td>
<td>1918.05, 4</td>
<td>1926.05</td>
<td>1944.32</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Linear change from work into vacation, immediate step change between vacation and work asymptotes</td>
<td>1953.69, 4</td>
<td>1961.69</td>
<td>1979.95</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4: Immediate step change from work to vacation asymptote, postvacation linear change</td>
<td>1952.11, 5</td>
<td>1962.11</td>
<td>1984.94</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5: Immediate step change from work to vacation asymptote, postvacation polynomial (quadratic) change</td>
<td>1911.61, 6</td>
<td>1923.61</td>
<td>1950.99</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6a: Immediate step change from work to vacation asymptote, postvacation exponential decay change back to work asymptote</td>
<td>1913.50, 5</td>
<td>1923.50</td>
<td>1946.33</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6b: As 6a, with AR1 within-subjects autoregressive correlation</td>
<td>1861.98, 6</td>
<td>1873.98</td>
<td>1901.37</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressed mood</td>
<td>1: No difference in work and vacation asymptotes</td>
<td>1953.59, 3</td>
<td>1959.59</td>
<td>1973.29</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Immediate step change from work to vacation and from vacation to work asymptotes</td>
<td>1911.18, 4</td>
<td>1919.18</td>
<td>1937.44</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Linear change from work into vacation, immediate step change between vacation and work asymptotes</td>
<td>1916.54, 4</td>
<td>1924.54</td>
<td>1942.80</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4: Immediate step change from work to vacation asymptote, postvacation linear change</td>
<td>1892.78, 5</td>
<td>1902.78</td>
<td>1925.61</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5: Immediate step change from work to vacation asymptote, postvacation polynomial (quadratic) change</td>
<td>1890.96, 6</td>
<td>1902.96</td>
<td>1930.36</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6a: Immediate step change from work to vacation asymptote, postvacation exponential decay change back to work asymptote</td>
<td>1892.30, 5</td>
<td>1902.30</td>
<td>1925.13</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6b: As 6a, with AR1 within-subjects autoregressive correlation</td>
<td>1815.15, 6</td>
<td>1827.15</td>
<td>1854.54</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N = 710 observations from 90 participants.
ual (and similar) rates of increase across postvacation weeks (exhaustion rate = .589, SE = .086, p < .001; depressed mood rate = .461, SE = .217, p = .013).

In the final stage of analysis, we returned to modelling each outcome separately, and extended the best-fitting model (Model 6a) for each outcome by allowing the difference between the work and vacation asymptotes (difference) and the rate of change parameter (rate) to vary between participants (Model 7). Having controlled for neuroticism (Model 8), we investigated whether such between-participant variance in difference and/or rate was explained by the hypothesized predictor variables (Model 9). Table 5 summarizes and compares these models. Adding the effects of time spent on supplemental work activities and work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation as predictors of the work asymptote, difference between work and vacation asymptotes, and postvacation rate of return to the work asymptote (Model 9), significantly improved model fit for each outcome: exhaustion ΔDev = 33.2, Δdf = 4, p < .001; anxious mood ΔDev = 22.9, Δdf = 4, p < .001; depressed mood ΔDev = 34.1, Δdf = 1, p < .001.

Table 6 reports the fixed effects regression coefficients from Model 9, and the respective model equations. Contrary to Hypothesis 3a and 3b, we did not find a significant association between supplemental working and change in anxious or depressed mood during the vacation. However, in support of Hypothesis 4a, there was a negative association between time spent on work activities during the vacation and the postvacation rate of increase in anxious mood (effect on rate B = −2.13, p = .034). That is, greater time spent on supplementary job tasks during the vacation was typically followed by a shallower increase in anxiety when teachers returned to work. Results also revealed support for Hypotheses 5 and 6. Specifically, higher vacation time spent on supplemental work activities was associated with smaller recovery from exhaustion (effect of supplemental work activities on difference B = −.22, p = .048). Also, supplemental working during the vacation was associated with a more rapid postvacation rate of increase in exhaustion (effect on rate B = .16, p = .033).

In support of Hypotheses 7 and 9, work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation was negatively related to the difference parameter for each outcome: anxious mood B = −.36, p < .001; depressed mood B = −.31, p < .001; exhaustion B = −.36, p = .002. This set of results indicates that teachers who perseverated about work exhibited smaller decreases in negative affective states during the vacation. Figure 3 illustrates the nature of perseverative cognition’s detrimental influence on each outcome variable. Finally, supporting Hypotheses 8 and 10, work-related perseverative cognition during the vacation was significantly positively related to rate of re-emergence of anxious mood (Hypothesis 8a), depressed mood (Hypothesis 8b) and exhaustion (Hypothesis 10) after the vacation: anxious mood B = .82, p = .034; depressed mood B = .43, p = .005; exhaustion B = .24, p = .006.

When performing the robustness checks (using an emotional exhaustion mean score constructed from all five scale items, and using an anxious mood mean score that excluded the ‘worried’ item), results were unchanged in terms of significant parameters and substantive conclusions.

**DISCUSSION**

This study’s overall aim was to address a set of questions concerning the temporal dynamics and predictors of recovery from work in response to a vacation. We began by modelling week-level patterns of change in energy- and mood-related markers of the recovery process. Results revealed that discrete negative affective states changed at different rates in response to time away from the workplace, with teachers’ anxious mood increasing at a significantly faster rate after the vacation when directly compared with change in emotional exhaustion and depressed mood. Our findings provide only partial support to the proposed self-regulatory (i.e., discrepancy resolving) functions of supplemental work behaviour while on a vacation. Specifically, time spent on supplemental job tasks was unrelated to change in the two mood outcomes from before to during the vacation. Nonetheless, in line with prediction, supplemental working was associated with a less pronounced rate of increase in anxious mood when teachers returned to school after the vacation. Engaging in work activity during the vacation still imposed a cost on the recovery
### TABLE 5  Model fit and variance components from mixed effects piecewise non-linear growth curve models for change over time in emotional exhaustion, anxious mood and depressed mood, with step or linear change between work and vacation asymptotes, and exponential decay change from vacation to work asymptotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Deviance</th>
<th>Δ deviance, Δ No. of model parameters</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>Within-subjects residual variance</th>
<th>Within-subjects residual autocorr</th>
<th>Between-subjects variance: work_asymptote</th>
<th>Between-subjects variance: difference</th>
<th>Between-subjects variance: rate</th>
<th>Between-subjects covariance: work_asymptote, difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhaustion</td>
<td>6b</td>
<td>2021.90</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2033.90</td>
<td>2061.30</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>9.81E-06</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2020.61</td>
<td>1.29, 4</td>
<td>.863</td>
<td>2038.61</td>
<td>2079.70</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>7.23E-08</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2017.59</td>
<td>3.02, 3</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>2041.59</td>
<td>2096.37</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>7.23E-08</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1984.44</td>
<td>33.15, 4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2016.44</td>
<td>2089.48</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.88E-07</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious mood</td>
<td>6b</td>
<td>1861.98</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1873.98</td>
<td>1901.37</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1849.95</td>
<td>12.03, 4</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>1867.95</td>
<td>1909.04</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>1.73E-05</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1829.80</td>
<td>20.15, 3</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1853.80</td>
<td>1908.58</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>1.73E-05</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1806.91</td>
<td>22.89, 4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1838.91</td>
<td>1911.96</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>3.19E-07</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressed mood</td>
<td>6b</td>
<td>1815.15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1827.15</td>
<td>1854.54</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1805.93</td>
<td>9.22, 4</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>1823.93</td>
<td>1865.02</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>4.73E-07</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1799.73</td>
<td>6.21, 3</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>1823.73</td>
<td>1878.51</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>6.51E-07</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1765.63</td>
<td>34.10, 4</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1797.59</td>
<td>1870.67</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>4.71E-07</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N = 710 observations from 90 participants. work_asymptote = work asymptote; difference = difference between work and vacation asymptotes (work–vacation); rate = postvacation rate of change from vacation asymptote back to work asymptote. Model 6b: Piecewise growth curve model, exponential decay for vacation-to-work transition (from Table 4). Model 7: Add between-participants variance for difference and rate and between-participants covariance between work_asymptote and difference. Model 8: Add neuroticism as predictor of work_asymptote, difference and rate. Model 9: Add vacation time spent on work activities and work-related worry and rumination as predictors of difference and rate.
process, reducing teachers’ ability to recover from exhaustion during the vacation itself and accelerating exhaustion’s postvacation rate of re-emergence.

Contrasting with the mixed consequences of supplemental working, our results offer support to the assertion that perseverative cognition (worry and rumination) about work is a cognitive self-regulatory activity that makes goal-related discrepancies more obvious (Carver, 1996; Carver & Scheier, 1998). Over and above the influence of supplemental working, cognitively perseverating about work issues during the vacation restricted both the magnitude and durability of mood and energy benefits that teachers derived from the Christmas break.

**Theoretical implications**

These results demonstrate that increased precision can be achieved by simultaneously examining short-term trajectories among discrete negative affective states in response to the same respite event. Reflecting a pattern suggested in two other recent vacation studies (see Horan et al., 2021; Syrek et al., 2018), our findings indicate that anxious mood tends to arise at a statistically faster rate following vacation when directly compared with low activation negative affective states (i.e., exhaustion and depressed mood).

A potential explanation for these differences among the outcome change trajectories resides in control theory’s account of self-regulatory feedback loops (Carver & Scheier, 1998). Specifically, the more rapid rise in anxious arousal after the vacation implies operation of a discrepancy-enlarging loop (as opposed to a discrepancy-reducing loop), with teachers presumably motivated to prevent some undesirable end state, such as perceived failure, unfavourable evaluation by significant others, or excessive workload accumulation. This interpretation attracts further support from the negative association observed between time spent on supplemental work tasks during the vacation and the postvacation rate of increase in anxious mood. Supplemental work activity completed during the vacation may have signalled acceptable (or perhaps even better than expected) goal-related progress, making the undesirable scenario seem less probable, thereby slowing the otherwise rapid increase in anxious mood when teachers first returned to school after their Christmas break.

Another (related) explanation is offered by appraisal-based theories of stress, coping and emotion (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Skinner & Brewer, 2002; Tuckey et al., 2015). Specifically, the comparatively rapid rate of increase in anxious mood after the vacation points to the underlying influence of ‘threat-based’ cognitive appraisals (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Michel et al., 2016; Skinner & Brewer, 2002). This conceptualization suggests that some teachers involved in the current study were anticipating that some type of ‘harm’ could occur to their self-worth, perceived sense of competence, or coping capacity as they transitioned back to work after the Christmas break. The *anticipatory* characteristic of threat appraisals may be key to understanding why anxious affect appears most likely to return quickly to its prevacation level after time away from the workplace. For anxiety to be triggered, teachers did not have to be exposed to an ‘actual’ psychosocial stressor (e.g., work overload, role conflict, or uncivil behaviour from a student); rather, heightened anxious reactivity can stem immediately from the cognitive anticipation of such events (Casper & Sonnentag, 2020). Extending this appraisal-based reasoning to the other two study outcomes, the comparatively less pronounced postvacation increase in depressed mood and emotional exhaustion may imply that these low arousal negative affective states are more gradually elicited when some kind of ‘loss’ has already been experienced (Stoeber & Rennert, 2008). For instance, experiencing depressive (e.g., self-critical) rumination following something unpleasant that occurred at work; or, with regard to exhaustion, the accumulative cycle of energy resource depletion that comes from repeated exposure to job stressors (Fritz & Sonnentag, 2006; Kühnel & Sonnentag, 2011; Westman et al., 1997). Although these interpretations of our study’s postvacation patterns of change remain speculative, they are consistent with growing interest in threat appraisals in occupational stress research (Brady & Cunningham, 2019; Casper & Sonnentag, 2020; Michel et al., 2016; Tuckey et al., 2015). Consideration of these conceptual arguments may ultimately carry implications that extend beyond theoretical curiosity. As Hobfoll and colleagues have noted, slower change processes (such as emotional exhaustion and depressed mood in the current study) ‘might not be as easily noticed’ (Hobfoll et al., 2018, p. 105).
The similar postvacation trajectories in teachers' depressed mood and exhaustion could be a manifestation of the overlap between these constructs (Bianchi et al., 2015; Bianchi & Schonfeld, 2018; Schonfeld et al., 2019). Evidence that burnout is essentially a depressive condition has been derived from FLAXMAN et al. 2020.
clinically oriented measures of depressive symptoms administrated alongside mainstream job burnout scales (such as the Maslach Burnout Inventory; Schonfeld et al., 2019). The current study’s design and results indicate that these low activation states also share influential subjective features (e.g., fatigue, urge to socially withdrawal, difficulty concentrating) at an earlier stage in their development (i.e., before they have escalated into more chronic or ‘end state’ conditions). Our findings at least imply that exploring short-term change sensitivities of exhaustion and depressed mood states around nonwork periods could generate an interesting source of evidence for this debate.

The nonuniform pattern of associations between time investment in work-related activity during the vacation and the three outcomes provides novel (albeit partial) support to the notion that supplemental working during nonwork time functions as a double-edged sword (Ďuranová & Ohly, 2016; Weigelt & Syrek, 2017). During the vacation itself, engaging in job tasks neither hindered nor enhanced teachers’ ability to repair an anxious or depressed mood, replicating the lack of association reported in previous vacation studies (de Bloom et al., 2011; Flaxman et al., 2012). The negative association found between supplemental work activity and the postvacation increase in anxious mood implies that some teachers subsequently ‘felt better’ (i.e., relieved) as a result of performing work tasks during the vacation. Consistent with the theoretical arguments outlined above, the teachers who successfully completed or prepared job tasks may have returned to a less daunting workload after the vacation and therefore experienced a less rapid return to their prevacation level of anxiety. At the same time, spending time on supplemental job tasks reduced teachers’ ability to recover from emotional exhaustion, thereby placing them at potentially greater risk of burning out. It is important not to downplay this risk, given the high rates and costs of burnout syndrome reported by this occupational group (García-Carmona et al., 2019).

Our final contribution was to test the proposition—derived from self-regulation theory—that supplemental working and work-focused perseverative cognition during the vacation would exhibit dissimilar influences on teachers’ mood states. As predicted, teachers who became entangled in perseverative thinking gained weaker and less sustained mood benefits from the vacation. At a theoretical level, the different mood consequences of supplemental work behaviour and perseverative cognition correspond with the idea that—although these behavioural and cognitive activities share a goal progress aim—they differ in effectiveness for solving goal-related discrepancies (Carver, 1996; Martin & Tesser, 1996; Trincas et al., 2018). At a subjective level, it is not hard to imagine how perseverative cognition keeps discrepancies circulating in the mind. For instance, anticipatory worrying about how to deal with an impending situation at work may highlight an unfavourable comparison between one’s current state of (perceived) preparedness and a mental representation of the unwanted or threatening outcome. Likewise, recurrently dwelling over something unpleasant that happened at work may draw attention to the (current) lack of behavioural means for quickly resolving a perceived mismatch between what happened and how one ideally wants to be at work.

Interestingly, supplemental working and perseverative cognition appeared to be independently and equally harmful to teachers’ capacity to recover from work-related exhaustion and were also independently associated with a faster rate of re-emergence of exhaustion at the beginning of the new school term. It is possible that completing job tasks and perseverating about work-related problems during the vacation exert somewhat similar ‘mental loads’ (Verkuil et al., 2009), thereby restricting the extent to which (work-related) energy resources could be replenished (Geurts & Sonnentag, 2006).

By focusing on perseverative cognition (a combination of work-related worry and rumination), our study contributes to the growing research exploring specific work-related thoughts experienced by employees during off-job time (Cropley et al., 2012; Jimenez et al., 2021; Sonnentag & Fritz, 2015; Weigelt et al., 2019; Wendsche & Lohmann-Haislah, 2017). We narrowed our focus specifically to perseverative cognition for three reasons. First, by including both worry and rumination items, we captured the (future and past) temporal focus, an important feature of cognitive processing that appears to have been neglected in recovery from work research (Jimenez et al., 2021; Weigelt et al., 2019). Second, from a control theory perspective, the recurring nature of worrying and rumination is considered especially important, as it indicates stifled or thwarted goal progress (Carver, 1996). Third, studies confirm that adults can accurately report when they have been embroiled in this distinctive mode of cognitive processing (Kircanski et al., 2015). Thus, in
Limitations and directions for future research

A number of limitations should be considered when interpreting these results. First, we focused exclusively on negative affective states and did not examine change in positive mood states, work engagement or the influence of replenishing vacation experiences. Second, our design included only two measurement occasions during the vacation, preventing the modelling of non-linear change in energy and mood across the vacation. Third, we assessed only one aspect of supplemental working (number of hours spent on work-related activities during the vacation). Going forward, it would be informative to see studies uncovering employees’ more specific motivations for engaging in work tasks while on vacation, and the different

recovery from work research, perhaps the surest method for capturing perseverative characteristics is to ask employees whether they have been worrying and/or ruminating about work (Casper & Sonnentag, 2020; de Bloom et al., 2014; Flaxman et al., 2012, 2018; Smyth et al., 2020).
types of goals being served by such behaviour (Ohly & Latour, 2014). It would also be useful to assess the degree to which supplemental working during vacation elicits a perception of goal-related progress, as this is likely to influence any mood benefits. Fourth, we collected data via paper surveys, so did not objectively record whether teachers completed every survey booklet on the correct date. We sought to increase the likelihood that teachers would respond on the correct dates by offering personalized feedback on the outcomes and emphasizing the importance of leaving a survey blank if not completed at the scheduled time. Despite the increased use of electronic surveys, paper measures are still deemed suitable for some contexts, such as when investigating off-job experiences (Firoozabadi et al., 2018; Flaxman et al., 2018; Hülsheger et al., 2018; ten Brummelhuis & Trougakos, 2014). Fifth, the study may also be limited by our exclusive focus on teachers working in UK schools, potentially raising questions about generalizability to other countries and different occupational groups. Given that structured vacations are built into school calendars in other parts of the world, our results likely hold relevance for a wider population of teachers. In addition, the supplemental working and perseverative cognition measures are not specific to teachers and capture leisure time behaviours and experiences reported by employees in other occupations (Flaxman et al., 2012; Querstret & Cropley, 2012; Weigelt et al., 2019). Finally, only 20% of the study sample spent time away from home during the Christmas break, so we cannot be certain whether a similar pattern of findings would emerge when the focal vacation involves more travel and staying away from home.

Practical implications

In occupations (such as teaching) that exhibit a tendency for job demands to spill over into vacations, there could be utility in training employees to be more effective and efficient when engaging in supplemental work tasks during nonwork time. This may help to reduce the (additional) energy costs and enhance perceptions of goal-related progress (Weigelt & Syrek, 2017). Another idea is to promote the use of planning interventions, aimed at reducing preoccupation with incomplete goals and unfinished tasks. For example, Smit (2016) demonstrated the self-regulatory functions of making regular and concrete plans about where, when and how unfulfilled work goals will be accomplished, thereby in theory reducing work goal accessibility during periods of leisure time (also see Masicampo & Baumeister, 2011). The simplicity of this technique means it could be easily communicated to employees and deployed as part of the work-to-vacation transition process. Consistent with Karabinski et al.'s (2021) recent meta-analytic review, detachment-enhancing training programmes may benefit from greater integration of techniques (e.g., mindfulness and decentring) that help people disentangle themselves from stress-related cognitive perseveration (Querstret et al., 2017). At the organizational level, we draw practitioners' and school
leaders’ attention to (1) recommendations and toolkits specifically aimed at reducing teacher workloads (Churches, 2020) and (2) the potential role of improving perceptions of organizational support in extending the benefits of vacations (Reizer & Mey-Raz, 2019).

CONCLUSION

The study shows that discrete negative affective states can follow different change trajectories in response to a vacation from the workplace. Engaging in supplemental work activity while on vacation may have relatively little impact on some employees’ mood state and may even reduce the level of anxiety experienced when returning to work, yet such behaviour appears to make it more difficult to recover from work-related exhaustion. Our findings further indicate that being caught up in worry and rumination about work issues is highly likely to reduce the benefits gained from vacations. We hope these findings serve to advance understanding of the energy restoration and mood repair functions of nonwork time, and help to inform initiatives designed to improve employees’ leisure time recovery experiences.
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